[Design of Dyson Flow Cytometry System].
In order to meet the needs of the flow cytometry for the simultaneous analysis of multiple fluorescence wavelengths and small volume, the design method of flow cytometry spectrum analysis system is presented by analyzing the characteristics of Dyson structure. And according to the method, a flow cytometry spectrum analysis system is disigned with Dyson type.The system's spectral range is 400 nm to 800 nm, the defocused spot size is less than the pixel size 24μ mm, the ransfer function value is above 0.8 at the Nyquist cut-off frequency 21 lp/mm,the spectral resolution is less than 3 nm, and the overall size is 83.54 mm×85.60 mm.The system has good optical performance and small volume, which meets the needs of the flow cytometry fluorescence spectral analysis. The outstanding innovation of this system is the application of Dyson light splitting structure and EMCCD detector which is high speed and high sensitivity.